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INCOME WITHOUT A JOB  THE “DIRECT ROUTE TO SUCCESS” “BECOME” DIRECT 

SELLER WITH NUTRITION AND WELLNESS COMPANIES 

 
 

By: M.S.Yatnatti: Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru: (The following is advertorial and promotional feature)  With a modern lifestyle, fast food, imbalanced diet and poor absorption, it is difficult to get all 

micronutrients in required quantities. Deficiency of these micronutrients can lead to loss of energy and stamina, poor immunity, weak muscles, bones and teeth etc. Reportedly Nutricharge Man provides most vital 

nutrients in required quantity to prevent nutritional deficiencies, help to maintain function and structure of various organ systems and may be beneficial for cardiovascular health and in diabetes. A nutritional 

supplement, also known as food supplement or dietary supplement, is a preparation intended to supplement the diet and provide nutrients, such as vitamins, minerals, fiber, fatty acids, or amino acids, that may be 

missing or may not be consumed in sufficient quantities in a person's diet.Supplements containing vitamins or dietary minerals are included as a category of food in the Codex Alimentarius, a collection of 

internationally recognized standards, codes of practice, guidelines and other recommendations relating to foods, food production and food safety. These texts are drawn up by the Codex Alimentarius Commission, an 

organization that is sponsored by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) and the World Health Organization (WHO).Nutricharge Man, the 21st Century Daily Nutrition Supplement, 

may help you in your day-to-day problems like tiredness, lack of energy and stamina, also bigger problems like reduced eyesight, recurrent illness, hair loss and wrinkled skin. At a larger level, it may help prevent 

join pain, cholesterol and heart trouble. 

 

Nutricharge is a registered trade mark of Trophic Wellness and the brand promises high quality, potentially beneficial Nutritional supplements as also valuable insights to people for obtaining a balanced nutrition so 

as to stay healthy and fit. Nutricharge Man is a comprehensive daily nutritional supplement that provides 35 vitamins, minerals, amino acids and antioxidants to help meet the daily nutritional needs of men, to keep 

them fit and healthy through a balanced nutrition. Nutricharge Man tablet is not a medicine. It is a Daily Nutrition Supplement with B complex factors, other vitamins, minerals, and amino acids. 

 

Reportedly Nutricharge Woman tablet provides 53 beneficial nutrients for women, including phytonutrients from extracts of 14 rare fruits that promote women’s health to help keep them youthful. It also gives 6 

specialty nutrients that may alleviate womens’ specific health problems at various stages of their life. Moreover it may help fulfil their daily needs with 33 key vitamins, minerals, antioxidants and amino-acids to keep 

them healthy. Nutricharge woman tablet is not a medicine. It is a health supplement with potentially beneficial botanicals (phytonutrients), women friendly rare nutrients, minerals, amino acids, B-complex and other 

vitamins. 

 

According to reports busy executives can have a tough time keeping their eating habits in sync with their daily requirements of nutrients. They frequently find themselves bingeing on fast food, unhealthy high fat 

snacks and aerated beverages. One of the chief reasons for this is not planning your daily diet or eating out of stress.The first step to follow is to make sure you don’t skip your meals and take them on time. If you 

find yourself hungry in between, grab a quick bite of whole fruit and drink a milk beverage without added sugar. Remember to start your day with a good wholesome breakfast. Skipping breakfast makes the 

metabolism sluggish; this causes you to end up eating more during the rest of the day. Today's hectic lifestyle and unhealthy diet silently steals away health, accelerates ageing and reduces immunity. The man of 21st 

Century needs something extra to cope up with this fast paced world. Nutricharge Man, Nutricharge Woman tablet the 21st Century Daily Nutrition Supplement, may help you in your day-to-day problems like 

tiredness, lack of energy and stamina, also bigger problems like reduced eyesight, recurrent illness, hair loss and wrinkled skin.  

 

At a larger level, it may help prevent join pain, cholesterol and heart trouble.Take the advanced Nutricharge Man or Nutricharge Woman tablet formula as the case may be , one tablet after breakfast daily and feel 

the difference in your life with manifold enthusiasm and agility.The second step is to eat smart. Opt for high-fiber foods such as whole grains and unprocessed cereals such as sprouts and rotis made of whole-wheat 

flour instead of pasta made of refined flour.Whenever you eat out, opt for the healthier varieties: grilled or steamed foods, salads minus their dressings, plain whole wheat rotis instead of butter naan, parathas and 

kulchas; stir-fried vegetable-based recipes instead of heavy gravies cooked in dry fruits; fruit chaat instead of ice-reams.The third step is to restrict your sugar intake. Avoid aerated beverages that are high on sugar. 

Make it a habit to go for smarter options such as buttermilk or coconut water to quench your thirst. Use honey instead of sugar in your desserts, if possible.The fourth is to reduce your calorie-intake from low-

nutrient foods. Consume less coffee, tea, potato chips and fried stuff. The fifth step is to drink plenty of water, around 10 to 12 glasses during the day, even while at work. (The following is advertorial and 

promotional feature) 

 
 

   
 

 

Email marketing is extremely cost effective and one of the most powerful marketing tools available to small businesses.Business owners who spent time and money building their Facebook 

Page discovered in 2013, that Facebook is showing their posts to just a tiny fraction of their fans. If they want all their Facebook fans to see their posts, they now need to pay Facebook. 

Facebook owns their network! This change of the rules is a perfect example of why you need to avoid outsourcing your network, to a social network. Email marketing puts you in control and 

allows you to build an increasingly valuable asset. 

 

Here’s a suggestion: Draw up a list of the 3000 most influential people in your marketplace.  These people could include high quality prospective clients or maybe influential introducers; 

introducers are people who can recommend you to lots of buyers.  Then, put a plan together that will allow you to earn their attention.  This targeted approach takes time, but the rewards are 

enormous.  Don’t believe me?  Okay, think how different your business would look, of you had already done this, and you could now pick up the phone and talk to the most influential people 

in your industry!  It’s a game-changer.Everyone knows that quality never comes cheap. We have been trained from childhood to believe that if something looks too good to be true, it is too 

good to be true. Promising people a high quality service for a low fee, creates doubt. That’s the last thing you want to happen in the mind of your prospective clients. I am sure you will have 

noticed what happens whenever a beautiful woman or a handsome man walks into a crowded room or a bar?  People look at them.  In fact, some people will actually walk over to them and 
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offer them a drink or strike up a conversation with them.  The reason we call these kind of physically striking people ‘attractive’ is that they literally attract the attention and also the interest 

of other people. So, you might be wondering at this point, what this has to do with you and your marketing?  The most successful businesses all use the same power of attraction I just 

highlighted, in order to attract sales, clients readers or customers.  The most successfully marketed businesses gain the attention and interest of potential clients by making themselves 

attractive.It’s impossible to effectively sell or market your services unless you have researched your competitors. You need to know what offers, guarantees, prices or fees you are selling 

against, in order to make your offering the most attractive to potential clients. 

 

In my experience, business owners often assume that the service they offer to potential clients is superb, when in reality it’s pretty average, when compared to what their competitors are 

offering. One of the reasons for this, is that a key way service providers gather feedback on their competitors, is when they speak with former clients of their competitors. An accountant, for 

example, speaking with the disgruntled, former client of one of her competitors is likely to get a very biased, worst case scenario view.The key is to find out what you’re really up against and 

then beat it by adding massive value. 

STARTUPS CAN BEAT BIG COMPANIES: 

1. Be fast : Sure, big companies have big resources.  But you know what else they have?  Big bureaucracy. In other words, they are slow.  And if there's something clients hate, it's slow service. You need to  build your 

company with a culture of lightning fast speed: emails responded to within minutes or hours, samples delivered within weeks instead of months and a team of phenomenal sales and technical personnel who were 

empowered to make decisions on the spot.  Big companies are rarely built to be fast, so use this weakness to your advantage as you create your company DNA. 

2. Be relentless: Get used to hearing “no” constantly in the beginning, but don't lose heart.  Keep finding excuses to email or meet potential clients. Sourcing managers are smart, and even if they say no, they 

remember when a small company is impressive. Also, many large companies are entitled and take clients for granted.  So when you get the tiniest opportunity, kill it with great performance. Everyone knows that you 

are a small company, but you don't have to act like one.  Just because your competition spends hundreds of millions of dollars on R&D or marketing does not mean they are better than you. Hire superstars who 

know how to develop fantastic products and who are passionate about your business. It shows you're a true leader. Exude irrational confidence, be smart, demand execution and believe in the power of self-fulfilling 

prophecy. If you believe that your larger competitors have no chance to beat you, one day they actually won't be able to. 

4. Listen: Huge companies can be surprisingly tone-deaf and may not know (or care) what their clients want.  Many times they have off-the-shelf products that they won’t modify even if their clients beg them to do 

so.  As a small business, do the opposite. Create an ethos that’s client obsessed.  Customize everything if you can and above all listen to your clients. They will tell you exactly what they want. You just have to 

deliver. Clients love suppliers who do one thing: solve their problems. And solving problems starts with listening. 

5. Understand things don't happen overnight: It took eight years to build GMM to the size it is today.  However, from the beginning they  had a clear vision of where they were going. Don't get discouraged because 

the first 10, 20 or 100 sales calls go nowhere. It only takes one break to change everything, and you never know when that break is going to come.  And once that big break happens, work even harder.  Take nothing 

for granted. After a few more big breaks, you will have another problem: You're not a small company anymore, and you have to learn how to scale.   

 

 

 

 

CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 

 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities 

BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, 

Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince our selves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news 

paper property politics and try to help you. We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems 

with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 


